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have read The author developed his story plot and characters in a solid and believable fashion with a sense of the time 
and the Navy His character development of the main and sub was real and added to the total story Being a Navy Brat 
of a Chief Petty Pitiful Officer CPO and Air Dale I could visualiz A DEADLY GAME OF HIDE AND SEEK She was 
a monster sleek and gleaming designed to strike without warning like the dreaded shark She was the USS Mako as 
fearless and bold as any submarine that ever prowled the blue Pacific Her mission seek out and destroy the hitherto 
invincible ships of the Japanese Imperial Navy mdash and revenge the earlier defeats of a long and dirty war Here is 
the story of the men who pitted their lives against impossible od A well paced and strongly felt mix of action and 
heroic individualism Kirkus About the Author Harry Homewood was a qualified submariner before he was seventeen 
years old having lied to the Navy about his age and se 
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